
FEAR LOATHING IN LAS VEGAS

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas is a American psychedelic satirical black comedy road film adapted from Hunter S.
Thompson's novel Fear and Loathing.

But then, ever so slowly, the walls start closing in and it's like you're never going to get out of this fucking
place. This is because of its gleeful, manic energy. So we would have to drum it up on our own. It's where Sin
goes to die when it's embarrassed for itself. Gilmore believes that "the fear and loathing Thompson was
writing aboutâ€”a dread of both interior demons and the psychic landscape of the nation around himâ€”wasn't
merely his own; he was also giving voice to the mind-set of a generation that had held high ideals and was
now crashing hard against the walls of American reality". Humor depends on attitude. But he chose to do what
he did, and he did it better than any of his generation. Thompson made the role of writer seem less observer
than outsiderâ€”even outlaw. Major themes[ edit ] The preface quotes Samuel Johnson : "He who makes a
beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a man. Thompson's early book on the Hells Angels described
motorcyclists who liked to ride as close to the line as they could without losing control. Throughout the
narrative, there are traumatic encounters with traditional news coverage, from mendacious TV broadcasts
about the war in Laos and Vietnam to newspaper reports on police killing anti-war protesters, to grotesque
stories about the consequences of drug taking. In another 20 years, if the media continues along its current
trajectory, I imagine watching Fear And Loathing will feel like revisiting an old John Wayne movie, with a
distant, almost folkloric awareness that people actually used to make a living like thatâ€”that some of them
even became legendary. The New York Times noted that "Steadman's drawings were stark and crazed and
captured Thompson's sensibility, his notion that below the plastic American surface lurked something chaotic
and violent. You have to stand outside the chaos to see its humor, which is why people remembering the funny
things they did when they were drunk are always funnier than drunks doing them. In Billboard magazine,
Chris Morris said, "Through Duke and Gonzo's drug-addled shenanigans amid the seediness of the desert
pleasure palaces, it perfectly captured the zeitgeist of the postâ€”'60s era". Or more accurately, any moderately
intelligent person who could string together a couple of sentences, enjoyed getting high, and detested actual
work. If this seems cynical, so it should. It's sensory overload on a scale drugs can't equal, a place where you
almost have to take a brimful of Valium and a pint of ether to feel normal and not feel utterly ashamed at the
state of the human condition. Thompson went further: he was often a provocateur. Shelves: biography , history
, history-crime , fiction I recently went to Las Vegas for the first, and probably only, time in my life. Both of
these events are dimly visible in the background; the foreground is occupied by Duke and Gonzo, staggering
through increasingly hazy days.


